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Rothwell Figg Launches Privacy Zone Blog
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Rothwell Figg is pleased to announce the launch of Privacy Zone 
(www.theprivacylaw.com), a blog dedicated to offering insights and
providing commentary on developments in privacy, data protection,
and cybersecurity laws, regulations, cases, and news in the U.S.
and internationally.

Privacy Zone’s authors and editors are members of the firm’s
Privacy, Data Protection, and Cybersecurity group, and include
Steven Lieberman, Martin Zoltick "(Marty"), Jenny Colgate,
Jennifer Maisel, and Caitlin Wilmot, all of whom are technology-
focused advisors and litigators and Certified Information Privacy
Professionals in the United States (CIPP/US). Combined with
technical backgrounds and industry experience, including in areas
such as computer science, artificial intelligence/machine learning,
Internet of Things (IoT), cryptocurrency, blockchain, fintech,
bioinformatics, connected device technology, wearables, big data,
and adtech, the team is uniquely qualified to assess and address the
issues at the forefront of these developing areas of law.

“While Rothwell Figg has handled matters in the privacy sector for
many years, we are excited to now have a platform that makes it
easier for our clients, colleagues, and industry peers to access our
insights and wisdom in this fast-moving, ever-changing, and
increasingly significant sphere,” stated Steven, a shareholder at the
firm.

Marty, also a shareholder, added, “Privacy and data protection
have become of paramount importance to businesses and
individuals alike, and Privacy Zone (www.theprivacylaw.com) is
designed to be a key resource for those looking to get up to speed
on – and stay on top of – the latest happenings through easily
digestible posts. Our team of privacy professionals look forward to
sharing their insights and keeping subscribers and visitors informed
and tuned in to this evolving and complex landscape.”

Please visit Privacy Zone at www.theprivacylaw.com and subscribe.
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To learn more about our Privacy, Data Protection, and Cybersecurity team, please visit our practice area
page.


